Evaluating the parent-of-origin effect in bipolar affective disorder. Is a more penetrant subtype transmitted paternally?
Numerous genetic mechanisms and modes of transmission underlying bipolar affective disorder (BPAD) have been postulated. Recently, the discovery of genomic imprinting and mitochondrial transmission of illness in humans has stimulated study of parent-of-origin effects in the transmission of BPAD. We examined a large sample of families from an associated linkage study to search for a possible parent-of-origin effect. Selecting for unilineal families with at least one offspring and/or parent diagnosed with BPAD after structured interview, we conducted three analyses: (1) the rates of illness among mothers and fathers of offspring affected with BPAD; (2) the observed frequency of transmission and rates of illness among maternal and paternal lineages; and (3) the rates of affective illness among offspring of parents affected with BPAD. Our results indicate no significant differences in the rates of illness among mothers and fathers of offspring affected with BPAD. Also, the frequency of transmission and rates of illness among maternal and paternal lineages did not differ significantly. However, the rate of BPAD among the offspring of fathers affected with BPAD was significantly higher than for mothers with the illness. Substantially more women than men, and maternal than paternal relatives were studied - introducing possible gender biases. These results suggest a possible paternal parent-of-origin effect.